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ABSTRACT 6

Considered in the paper are the contributions of
behaviorally and accountability based ihstructin and therapy
approaches to the education of learning d4ts'abled students. Pointed
out-in a section on individualized instruction are advantages (such
as shared knowledge of learning goals and ease of evaluation) as well
as disadvantages (including-neglect of the students' affective
behavior and undue stress on overt behavior). An honest and open
relatiOnship in.behavior,modification programs between the modifier
and those involved in the behavior change process is encouraged.
Shortcomings .of the traditional "medical model" approach are
reviewed, and the implications of such recent ,trends as B. Bloom's
"Mastery Learning" model and the attention re-Search of D. Zeaman and
B. House are discussed. (CL)
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Abstract

1 -
4

This paper attempts to point out how several approaches.to

instruction and therapy based mna behavioral model./offer the learn-
.

ing disabled child the individual zed -atterrtism -and support -necessary

.10

for his educational 'and emotional development. The new emphasis both,

in education and therapy on accounta ility should be sup6rted by

e childrerl. Such approaches

of individual needs and would

those professionals dealin with the

ade greater emphasis on as

end toy provide greater support for individualized programs to help

overcome any.disghilities a child-may have. Most of these approaches

are more positive about what a child can do. They assume that given

the proper individualized program afid the necessary support to parti-

cipate that any child can learn and develc both cognitpe and affec-

tive skills necessary for'vadjustment in our society.
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BEHAVIORALLY ORIENTED PROGRAMS FOR LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN

ff

Introductioti

There is a great deal of emphasis today on new approaches to'i

Edetruction.affd therapy. Many of 'these spproauhes-are-hased-on---

research in the learning area and in.particular on.behavioral theory.

For the time therapistsN4nd teachers 'are eing told that they

will be held accouri'table.for their work. Most o e new approaches

in Etiprapy have been all classified under the label of behavior

modification. In the area of instruction the popular term seems to

be_individualized instruction. More general, terms such as competency-

based and performance-basededucation are also'riding the waves of 4/

. popularity. Not only oarg our therapy:and ins uctional models changing,

but there are new models of evaluation that deal only with overt beha-

vior change as a criteria to be evaluated (Popham, 196)).

In this paper we assume that this trend toward\behaviorally oriented

C` systems of therapy and instruction will continue. There appears to be

a need for more professionalswho work with leaVaing disabled children,

to be,avre of-these changes and the impact these changes may have upon

the children we deal wilth. The authors contend that these new approaches

offer the learning disabled child the one thing he often needs, a truly

.4,

individualized program of self-development. Mostltew'approaches :especially
0

in education make the committment that each child be educated, to his full

potential. Combined with this noble philosophy is a trend,toward ungraded

J schools and classrooms. These trends offer us a golden opportunity to

make far better use of available educational facilities in our communities.

This trend takes the pressure off khe child. He is no longer labelled

by age or grade level..' In these programs it is possible for a child to

be functioning at five different levels in five different areas. - The

4
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child with a particular learning problem will be able to spend more time

,,,.

adequately learnin asi skills in some areas while being allowed to

A.

g
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advance at a no rate. n others.

These_new a roaches deserve our support: The tendency in the .

past seems to have been to emphasize diagnosis. We as professionals were

.concerned with' determining the causes of learning Csabklities and with
, 4

(

labelling these causes. Somehow, we believed that if we could just dis,.//'''

t

eit
cover the causes we could prevent. the problem from occuring. This approach

I

.4

has not helped us to deal with thesimnediate problem. What do we do:to

help the child who already has a learning disability? Today's new approaches

...._,/ .. .

are based on "doing" not "looking back". They are concerned with getting

the child, under the direction of a teacher or therapist, actively engaged

in a llearninging process in which his behavior will be modified.. These

approaches are almost Without exception positive about what the child

can do. They all assume that given certain basic skills and enough time

combined with an individualized program of instructi'A that each and

everyEhild can learn. That the child can learn not only cognitive

skills but that he can also learn and develop affective behaviors.

AccOrding to Boom (1968) a student who develops his cognitive skills

will also tend to develop more favorable attitudes toward himself and

will develop a healthy positive self-concept.

Individualized Instruction

Instruction is the one area where many new approaches have come

about. Almost all new approaches assume that prior to instructing the

child behaviorally stated goals or objectives are being used. In addi-

"tion to the use of objectiveg alMost all new models of instruction rely

heavily on the use of positive reinforcement and immediate feedback of
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results. ANgood example Of this type of appilis the ope.developed

by Keller (1968).typically'referred to as a "Personalized. System of

Instruction." Keller bases his approach on the assumption that-.the

leurui g -a chi-ld is-supposed-to acquire -in the -elassroom can be greatly

facilitated by the use of immediate reinforcement.. To accomplish this

students work under the direction 'of other students or tutors. Every- ,

thing the student does is observed so he can be helped when he needs it

and reinforced when he engages inappropriate behaviors previously de-
n

fined./ This concept is really)simIlar to Bloom's (1968) notion of pro-

viding every studenttAth a good tutor. In both oases, contrary to the

expectations of'some cynics, the'educational process actually becomes

Ewe humanized.- The student. is no longer one in a mob of thirty but

is an individual with a. learning program who receives constant

attention and encouragement. Such a positive approach can't help'but

change certain negative attitudes found In many students toward educe-

tors and ..sducation.

Some of the advawtages in individualized approaches based on a

behavioral model are obvious. Most learning outcomes are easily measured

and evaluated. Both the student and the teacher know exactly what the

goals of instruction are and how they will tray, to reach these goals. It

also allows us to reorganize schools and do away with graded classes

tied to chronological age.

Cie are not so blind; however, that we don't also see some valid

criticisms and lossible drawbacks to individualized approaches. In many

schools where there has beed a,new emphasis on "performance-based ethics-

tion" there has been such a preoccupation with trying to write and

operationally define goals that the learner has come to take second
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p lace in the pfbcess, behind the curriculum planners. There is a,

growing tendency among many of these educators to measurein great

detail weaningless' cognitive behaviors whil avoiding even met4ipnilig

4
14 ,

.. affective beheVior duo the difficulty in defining and measuring,

.
,

them (Bloom, Bastin 'iladaus, 19/1). Thielhis a problem of 'extreme

importance to those of us who do work with,learning disabled children.
u

These yoUngsters are especially more likely to have Aetd for indivi-

dualized programs that incorporate affective change. .Many of these

children have emotional problems and require more support, in this area

when compaled to the so called "normal" school age child.
rr

*
One of the major themes of behaviorally oriented models is the

emphasis on overt activity. The child must actively behave so he Can

be reinforced. Tlis approach is very effective with overtly demon-

strated behavior but it Apes not nece?sarilylaccount for learn g that

is strictly cognitive with no overt performance. In other words, a

behaviorist agrees that learning takes place after the student demon-

strates some performance or skill that represents learning. This stress

0, overt behavior may place the learning disabltd child at a disadvan-

tage in such a model. All models of instruction and teaching make

some assumptions, that may not be valid for certain students. Almost

all modeld assume that the'thild is basically physiologically normal

anti his intelligence is within a normal range. Most models'of instruc-

tion do not take into account the student's emotional state prior to
4

teaching but talk about changes in the affective do In resulting from

instruction. Although manyprogrIms of behavior mo ification do deal

with these problems they are often not offered in coftjunction.with

instructional programs. With the problems displayed by most learning

'disabled children it may be a more realistic suggestion that their

behavior be modified prior to instruction in order tofacilitate the

7
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learning process.

5

.

The fact that some behavior modifiers and some instructional
0 Al.

theories and models are not taking the learning disabled Child into
,)

account-is -reasoTrfor.:scime---concern,Weehoul-d.-not-turn-our--back.

thede approaches especially when they have demonstrated their success

in a wide Variety of settings-. Instead we need to get actively involved

so when these programs are implemented they take into account the problems

that we now deal with.

1
...

In the area of instruction ode of the most positive chara eris-

)

tics of the behavioral approach i9 its emphasis on preassessment.

Prior to any learning sequence the student is evaluated-on his, skills

that are considered pre-requisites for the learning sequence.' This

assessment of entry behavior prevents students who have not mastered

basic skills from attempting more complex ones that are beyond their

current level of ability. This prevents students from continually

entering into learning situations where they are doomed to failure.

One ofl the majof problems'in working with learning disabled children

is the early identification of these children so they can be helped.

The use of pre-tests to assess entry behaviors at all levelS of instruc-
;

tion could easily be used as'one tool for identifying children with

learning problems.

The Use, of Behavior Modification

Most parents are masters of behavior modification techniques.

These people are simply unaware of their own ability.' One way tedefine. -

behavior modification is simply "changing behavior by rewarding the kind

you want to encourage and ignoring or disapproving the kind you want to

discourage" (Madsen & Madsen, 1971).. Most parents teach very basic

'social skills by using behavior modification. Take for example toilet
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training. The #.ent is facedVith the task of.modifyinello t.only

. l

simple behavior but a complex set of natur al reflexes. YetgOst'parents

succeed. -Some- do -a-setter Job than-others-b4 the- pOint is that by

working with -the ch ild-and SInging-iiisb-elparercts-are--able-ito-

modify a normal set of bodily functions in order to conform to social

mores. The fact that they can mod fy:such a complex seVof behaviors 1

shouldbe a clue to parents that other behaviors can also be modified.

Many of us still find it bard to accept that behavior Can be

easily modified. What probably bothers most people is the fact that ,

anybody can do it. The basic skills necessary are within the reach of

mqat people. One must simply be able to accurately observe behavior and

know when to reinforce and not to reinforce behaviors. The fact that

parents and teachers modify behavior constantly phouldohave been a

clue to researchers long ago to See how they did control and change a

child's behavior. Only recently have therapists; teachers and paredtp

begun to realize that behavioral principles can beqLpplied so easily

.and the use of behavior mcification techniques is stowing. There ate

many people who think there is something wrong or unethical about

purposefully changing a child's behavior. Such changes of behavior'have

often been the goal of therapists and educators over the years. Today's

behavior modifiers are probably a lot more open and honest about
I

their techniques and procedures than many of tl other approaches

taken in therapy. In most if not all behavior modification programs

there is an element of honesty and openness between the modifier and

the person having his behavior altered. The behaviors to be extinguished

and altered are freely discussed and agreed upon mutually. Whdn a

child is involved parents are involved totally in the behavior change

process. In this situation both the modifier and the client or student
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knows exactly what the goals are and what procedures will be used

to achieve them. Sueh an open approach to behavior change,isNl. welcre

change to the old approach of keeping everything secret from the'client.

If-we-are-daing-our-jobs corrPrtly and honestly we should have nothing, ,'

to hide. Thilhen and honest approach should,,help, weed out, those

few people who are doing more harm then good in their dealings with

Children and keep the refit of us a little,hore aware Of`our own behaviors.

The TTiditional Approach

Many of the people who work with learning disabled children

often fall' into the trap of looking Blot causes and r6sans 79r` the

particular disorder a student demonstrates.. Thid view and approach

%
to problems is similar to the 'flmed4al model" of behavior described

by Ackerman (1971). In this model the therapiStbr teacher assumes that

,
,'

if the cause of particular behavior can be discovered that the beha -'

vior will then be. brought under control by simply making the person

aware,of its origins. The problem with thi approach is the tendency

to keep looking for causes in thepast hi ory the, person and a

-/ tendency to avoid working'with'the symptoms, In faCt* it is the

.

symptoms that interfere with the individual's functioning. What

caused the symptom is irrelevant so long a4 (We deal with the immediate

'problem and solve it. For example, a retard6d child who, can not attend

0

to stimuli for even short periods, of time, will have difficulty in

learning. To look at his past life history, to search for the causes

of inattention will provide doctors, and therapists with some insight0

into the Border. But, the histerydn& background information does

vg41

,

not sol ".the child's problem. Hp has no attention span regardless

of what Caused it. .Our task is to helpithe child de,lop his attention

N
.

span so he can atte d to stimuli and learn. Unless ple medical people

74\i. 10

co
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and therapists help us develop a training program toinstruct-this

child their efforts are of no value to the child's instructor.

One obvious danger-here is the tendency to disregard me- cai or

.-

OhysiaIogOaICadgEdthat if d: -Here

agairrit is up-to professional people who have an interest in.the child

to pee that mistakes are.noi made by an oversimplified view of the

0

problem. To search for causes so we'can directly help the child is

- /

certainly a legitimate objective: What we are against is the search

for causes in the past and then using these causes assn excuse for the
o

child's. inability to learn.

Recent Trends

Since Blook ( -1968) published his article on "Mastery LearniA4

there has been a great deal of within the educational

community about the possibility of educating every child. In fact

Bloom states that all children exceet those severely retarded or,

suffering from extreme emotional problems (5% of',the schopl pop tion)
a

can be taught all we have to teethe Bloom doe6 npt label himself a

behaviorist, but in his "mastery model",he makes many of the same

assumptions that behaviorists make. Bloom assumes%that,we.start

.1

instruction after we have"behdviorally defined our goals.. This must

be done so we can evaluate our learning outcomes.

is with how we evaluate children. He hypothesizes

me hods of labelling children are really harmful.,

ea

chi

trie

0

Bloom's concern :.

that our current

He proposes that

h child be given all th ime he needs to learn. To support the

mast

d; Bloom suggests a wide variety of instructional procedures he

until the one that spits the individual is found. The key to

ry learning is allowing each child as much time,as he or she rcquires.

in orAer to =alter certain skills. Bloom's approach is extremely

11



optimistic With 95% of the students supposedly capable of A grades.

It also stresses thecurrentPopular notion of catall7 individualized

programs to fit each student's particuld needs and ledrning styles.
.

Thishas beeii amodel that most afisalmnad-like-to-ume-bilt

have been reluctant, due to the time faCtor. Even Bloom .(4968)

in'the original article mentioned that for some children the'time
. 4

may be so great that it simply would, not be wortH-the investment.
e.

New research, however,, wouldseem to indicate that BloOm's origi-

naloptimism may be justified. Thativen the proper conditions

any child can learn and the.time needed would be within reasonable

limits.

Anderson (1973) has'at interesting hypothesis about school,

learning. He says that most children do learn modt basic, skills,

.to mastery. Some children do take longer, bat eventually they master

the skills. Anderson sees the biggest objection to a mastery

approach or any individualized approach, being the length of time

it is. going to take the slow child to learns The problem becomes

t
one of time. Can we reduce the time it takes faxi learning to

occur with'a learning disabled child? According to Anderson "in

analyzing standard' achievement normsin both primary and seandary

grades one sees that an achievement level reached. by approximately

one-forth of the Students in a .particular year is attained by

approximately three-fourths of the students in two additional years."

Every child can learn, now our task.is_to reduce the time so schools

and eduCators will attempt to use individualized models of instruction.

In his research Anderson found some interesting points, He

found that the-most important component in learning was the time

the student actually spent on the_Ieaining task. He found the
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) -
'difference betweeg fast andslow learnera'Vas directly related to

the amount of time each studerk spent working at .a particulaf task.
4

ft'.
= Timeasaimportant-only because some students are not spending its

.0A the 'learning taek. Instead they are daydreaming or doodling or
1 .441

distracting themselves from the learning situation. .Apparently,

I

once we can get the slow child to spend his time on the lkealsning
. ,,. '

. 4,

'tas'.we will have eliminated much of the time lag between fast and
,--

slow learners. It may take the slow learner a little,longer to
,,

learn basic ikilla but once these. are leafned his learning rate '

should pick Up so he will.eventually keep pace with the faster

learner. In other words at grade three the fast learner is doing

third grade work whilethe slow learner maybe completingfirst

grade skills. By the time the fast learner is in the seventh grade

the slow learner should be in the.fifth.

This type of research and approach to teaching was emphasizeg .

-by Zeeman and House (19'63) when they demonstrated that the problem

with retarded youngsters is a problem in.attention'not one of learn7

S
ing. Their research demonstrated that initial learning is a func-

tion of attention. The reason retarded children did not learn was

400,
their inability to attend to relevant stimuli. They too found that

ability to attend 'is initially related to intelligence. However,

once basic skills are mastered by teaching. the child how to attend

the variability displayed early in a learning sequence between fast
A

and slow learners begins:to disappear. In their research they

demonstrate how positiveieinforcement can be used to develop skills

in attending to, stiMult,

'Aa mentioned previously we are so busy describing, labelling,

and diagnosing that we forget to look for ways to help teach learning



disabled youngsters'. Yet 'many of us put the' blame for their

. . , 4

ineffective behavior-on some inability to learA. This appears not

,to be the, case'according to:the research quoted. Most learning

disabled children need. to learn two'things; first, how to attend

to relevant stimulus sitpltions and 'second, how to respond appro-

priately to various aspects of ihat stimulus situation. Too often

-in these modelsof behavior change, we concentrate solely on the

response. Little emphasis is given to the stimulus or to stimulus

control procedures: Most state thatthe learning environment shibuld

be structured to prevent unwanted distractions. Some models (Silver- 0

.man, 1968) provide for making.the-stimuluS component more distinctive.

to make it easier to attend to. But-most stop here and turn their

attention to reinforcing overtbehavior andthen after the behavior'
4

is learned pairing:it with a stimulus.

Most of us dealing with learning disabled children are not at

the level'of behavior where we cat deal with reinfo'rced.overt behavior.
_

Out task is first to teach the child how to attend to stimuli, a far

more basic and more difficult step. Welkust reinforce and teach

attending behavior before attempting to teach'basic skills and inform-

tion.--The fact that this has not been done may be one of the. reasons

behavioral approaches in the past have not been asauccessful with

learning disabled children as with so called "normal" children.

4

In many children we'must firat'provide a strong enough stimulus to

capture, their attention and then try and eliCit a response to the

stimulus event. Such an approach would be needed only in the initial

Stages. Once the child had developed basic skills in attending to

stimuli'he could be placed in a normal sequence of a behavioral

model.
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Again the fault in applying the beha oral 'model may be our

12

own. Those inter4sted in children wit specific disorders need to

get involved in these' programs. Tlei need to push fof resea h on

effective ways of changing behavioA of 'fare-Hie problem y uhgsters.

The trend toward behavioral approaches is nd fonger a trend

/ ,

but' is a. reality, Those of is with a vested inteiest n working
0 .

4

,
with the leakni g disabled/child must make sure th new programs

being instituted provid for these children. I rividualized instruc-

tion becomes meaningl ss unless proper assessment of,a child's abi-

litieg and liniltat ns are made. As mentioned previouslyitinless

we as professionals help devise techniques of evaluation for these

children in some programs they may be overlooked. To help change

this trend a, greater emphasis should be put on programs in.colleges

and univeristies to have students enroll in courses on behavior

modification, instructional design and evaluation. In schools

where new apprbaches ate being'implemented we.need to'be,aware of

'what changes will be brought about in existing prograMs and ser-

.vices for-learning disabledchildien. We should not stand in the

way of change especially when it is positive. But; we d8 need to

protectthe interests and well being of a large number of children

with learning disabilities. Those of us who become knowledgeable

of thes -e -new trends and procedures will be in a better position .

.
to protect the interests of these children and of the communities

in which we serve.

1 5
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